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$u_{t}=\triangle u-uv^{p}+\lambda$(1- u) in $\Omega\cross(0,T)$ ,
$\tau v_{t}=\gamma\triangle v+uv^{p}-v^{q}$ in $\Omega\cross(0, T)$ ,
$=$ $=0$ on $\partial\Omega\cross(0, T)$ ,
$u(x, 0)=u_{0}(x),$ $v(x, 0)=v_{0}(x)$ in $\Omega$
. , $\Omega$ $\mathbb{R}^{N}(N\geq 1)$ $\partial\Omega$ ,
$\lambda,$
$\gamma,$
$\tau$ $p,$ $q$ . , $\nu$ $\partial\Omega$
, $u_{0}$ $v_{0}$ $\Omega$ . $u=u(x, t),$ $v=v(x, t)$ ,
$U,$ $V$ , .
$\{\begin{array}{l}U+pVarrow(p+1)V,Varrow qP.\end{array}$
, $p=2$ $q=1$ Gray-Scott [1] ,





, (P) , .
$(SP)$ $\{\begin{array}{ll}\triangle u-uv^{p}+\lambda(1-u)=0 in \Omega,\gamma\triangle v+uv^{p}-v^{q}=0 in \Omega,u, v\geq 0 in \Omega,\frac{\partial u}{\partial_{l/}}=\frac{\partial v}{\partial_{l/}}=0 on \partial\Omega.\end{array}$
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1: 2:
, (SP) , . ,
$p<q$ , $(u, v)=(1,0),$ $(u_{*}, v_{*})$ 2 . , $p=q$ ,
$(u, v)=(1,0)$ . , $p>q$ , $\lambda_{*}=\lambda_{*}(p, q)$ , $\lambda<\lambda_{*}$
$(u, v)=(1,0)$ , $\lambda=\lambda_{*}$ $(u, v)=(1,0),$ $(u_{0}, v_{0})$
2 . , $\lambda>\lambda_{*}$ , $(u, v)=(1,0),$ $(u_{1}, v_{1}),$ $(u_{2}, v_{2})$ 3 .






(SP) , $p=2,$ $q=1$ , ,
. ([3, 7, 10, 11, 14] .) , $P$ $q$ ,
. , $N\geq 1$ , $p$
$q$ .
2.1 $p\leq q$
, $p\leq q$ .
1([13]). $1\leq P\leq q$ . , $\overline{\lambda}=\overline{\lambda}(p, q)$ $\overline{\gamma}=\overline{\gamma}(\lambda,p, q, \Omega, N)$
, $\lambda\geq\overline{\lambda}$ $\gamma>\overline{\gamma}$ (SP) .




3 $([$ 13$])$ . $1\leq p\leq q$ , $(u,$ $v)$ $($ 1, $0)$ $($ SP $)$ .
;
$\frac{\lambda}{\lambda+1}\leq u\leq 1$ , $( \frac{\lambda}{\lambda+1})^{\frac{1}{q-p}}\leq v\leq 1$ $in$ $\overline{\Omega}$ .
1 .
$\overline{u}=\frac{1}{|\Omega|}\int_{\Omega}udx$ , $\overline{v}=\frac{1}{|\Omega|}\int_{\Omega}vdx$




. $\epsilon_{1}$ $\epsilon_{2}$ .
$\epsilon_{1}=\epsilon_{2}=\frac{\lambda}{2}$
, (1) $+(2)$
$\int_{\Omega}|\nabla u|^{2}dx+\gamma\int_{\Omega}|\nabla v|^{2}dx\leq\tilde{D}\int_{\Omega}(v-\overline{v})^{2}dx$ (3)
. ,
$\tilde{D}=\frac{p+1}{2\lambda}+p-q(\frac{\lambda}{\lambda+1})^{\frac{q-1}{q-p}}$ . (4)
, $\lambda$ , (4) $0$ .
(3) ,
$\gamma\mu_{1}\int_{\Omega}(v-\overline{v})^{2}dx\leq\tilde{D}\int_{\Omega}(v-\overline{v})^{2}dx$ . (5)
, $\gamma\mu_{1}>\tilde{D}$ , (3) (5)
$\int_{\Omega}|\nabla u|^{2}dx=\int_{\Omega}|\nabla v|^{2}dx=0$.
, $u$ $v$ . $\square$
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2.2 $p>q$
, $p>q$ . , .
4([13]). $p>q\geq 1$ . , $C=C(p, q)$ , $\lambda\leq C$
$\gamma\geq C^{-1}$ (SP) .
5. , [10, Theorem $3.1(i)$ ] . $q=1$ $C=C(p)$
, $p$ $\lim_{parrow+}iC(p)=+\infty$ $\lim_{parrow+\infty}C(p)=1$
. ( 3 .)
4 . $q=1$ $\lambda\gamma\leq 1$ . , [12] [13]
. , $(u, v)$ (SP) , $w:=u+\gamma v-1$
$\triangle w-\lambda w=(1-\lambda\gamma)v\geq 0$ $in$ $\Omega$ , $\frac{\partial w}{\partial\nu}=0$ $on$ $\partial\Omega$
. , [4, Proposition 2.2] $\max_{x\in\Omega}w(x)\leq$
$0$ ,
$u+\gamma v-1\leq 0$ in $\overline{\Omega}$
. $($ SP $)$ 2
$\gamma\triangle v=v(1-uv^{p-1})\geq v(\gamma v^{p}-v^{p-1}+1)$ $in$ $\overline{\Omega}$ (6)
. , $\gamma$
$\gamma\geq C^{-1}$ with $C= \frac{p^{\frac{p}{p-1}}}{p-1}$
, (6) . , (6) $v$ $\Omega$
,
$\gamma\int_{\Omega}|\nabla v|^{2}dx\leq 0$ .
, $v$ . , (SP) 1 $u$ .
$\square$
, .
6 $([$ 13$])$ . $p>q\geq 1$ . , $\tilde{\gamma}=\tilde{\gamma}(\lambda,$ $p,$ $q,$ $\Omega,$ $N)$ ,
$\gamma>\tilde{\gamma}$ $($ SP $)$ .
, .
7 $([$ 13$])$ . $p>q\geq 1$ , $(u,$ $v)$ $(u,$ $v)=(1,0)$ $($ SP $)$ . ,
$C_{1}=C_{1}(\lambda,$ $\gamma,$ $p,$ $q)$ $C_{2}=C_{2}(\lambda,$ $\gamma,$ $p,$ $q,$ $N,$ $\Omega)$
$\underline{1}$ 1




3: 4 $(q=1$ $)$
8. 7 $C_{1}$ $C_{2}$ , $\gamma$
.
7 . $v$ . , [12] [13]
.
$w=u+$ , $w$
$-\triangle w=\lambda(1-u)-v^{q}$ in $\Omega$





$\gamma v(x)\leq w(x)\leq w(\tilde{x})=u(\tilde{x})+\gamma v(\tilde{x})\leq 1+\lambda^{\frac{1}{q}}\gamma$ for $x\in\overline{\Omega}$ .
$\underline{1}$ 1





, $\lambda,$ $p,$ $q$
$\lambda>\frac{p^{\frac{p}{p-q}}}{(p-q)q^{\frac{q}{p-q}}}$ , $p>q\geq 1$ (7)
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. , (SP)
$(u, v)=(u_{i}, v_{i})$ , $u_{i}v_{i}^{p-q}=1$ for $i=1,2$ (8)
. , $v_{1}$ $v_{2}(v_{1}<v_{2})$
$v^{p}-\lambda v^{p-q}+\lambda=0$
. , $\{\mu_{l}\}_{l\geq 0}$ $\triangle$ ,
$0=\mu_{0}<\mu_{1}<\mu_{2}<\cdots$
. , .
9. $i=1,2$ , $h_{i}(\mu)$
$h_{i}( \mu)=\frac{(p-q)v_{i}^{q-1}\mu+\lambda(pv_{i}^{q-1}-qv_{i}^{p-1})}{\mu(\mu+v_{i}^{p}+\lambda)}$
, ni $(\gamma)$ $\gamma<h_{i}(\mu_{l})$ $\mu_{l}$ $($ $)$ .
10. 9 $h_{1}(\mu)$ , $(0,$ $\infty)$ . , $h_{2}(\mu)$ ,
$(0,$ $\mu_{*})$ , $(\mu_{*},$ $+\infty)$ . , $\mu_{*}$ , $\lambda,$ $p$ ,
$q$ . $q=1$ , $h_{1}(\mu)$ $h_{2}(\mu)$ , $q>1$
, 1 . $($ 4 . $)$
( $i$ ) $P^{\rangle_{Q}=1}$ $(||)P^{\rangle q\rangle 1}$
4: $h_{i}(\mu)(i=1,2)$
, .
11 $([$ 13$])$ . $\lambda,$ $p,$ $q$ (7) , $i=1,2$ $l\in \mathbb{N}$ $\gamma\neq h_{i}(\mu_{l})$
. , $n_{1}(\gamma)+n_{2}(\gamma)$ , $($ SP $)$
1 .
, $-\triangle$ $\mu_{l}$ $($ $\mu_{l}$ $)$
.
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12 $([$ 13$])$ . $\lambda,$ $p,$ $q$ (7) . , $\mu_{l}$
, $h_{i}(\mu_{l})\neq h_{j}(\mu_{m})$ $i,$ $j=1,2$ $l,$ $m\in \mathbb{N}$ . , $\gamma_{n}$ ,
$\Gamma_{n}^{t}arrow 0(narrow\infty)$ $\{(\gamma_{n},$ $\Gamma_{n}^{t})\}_{n=1}^{\infty}$ , $n\in \mathbb{N}$ $\gamma\in(\gamma_{n},$ $\Gamma_{n}^{t})$
$($ SP $)$ 1 .
11 . , [8] ,
. , [6] .
,
$\gamma_{s}:=s\gamma+(1-s)M$ for $0\leq s\leq 1$ .
, $M$ . , X $X^{+}$
$X=C(\overline{\Omega})\cross C(\overline{\Omega})$ , $X^{+}=\{w=(u, v)\in X|u,$ $v>0$ in $\overline{\Omega}\}$ (9)
. ,
$F_{s}(w)=(\begin{array}{ll}-uv^{p}+\lambda(1- u)\frac{1}{\gamma_{s}}(uv^{p}-v^{q}) \end{array})$ with $w=(u, v)$
, $\gamma=\gamma_{s}$ , $($ SP $)$ ;
$\triangle w+F_{s}(w)=0$ in $\Omega$ , $\frac{\partial w}{\partial\nu}=0$ on $\partial\Omega$ .
, $w$ $(SP)$ , $w$
$G_{s}(w)\equiv w-(I-\triangle)^{-1}(F_{s}+I)(w)=0$ (10)
. , $(I-\triangle)^{-1}$ $I-\triangle$
. , , $G_{s}(w)$ :
$Xarrow X$ .
, $\gamma_{*}$ , $\gamma$ $\gamma>\gamma_{*}$ . ,
$S$
$S=\{w=(u, v)\in X^{+}|D^{-1}<u,$ $v<D$ in $\overline{\Omega}\}$
. , $X^{+}$ (9) . Ci $(i=1,2)$ 7
, $\overline{C}_{i}(i=1,2)$ $D$
$\overline{C}_{1}=C_{1}(\lambda, \gamma_{*},p, q)$ , $\overline{C}_{2}=C_{2}(\lambda, \gamma_{*},p, q, N, \Omega)$
$D=2 \max\{1,$ $\lambda^{\frac{1}{q}}+\frac{1}{\gamma_{*}},\overline{C}_{1}^{-1},\overline{C}_{2}^{-1}\}$
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, 7 (10) $\partial S$ , $\deg(G_{s}, S, 0)(0\leq s\leq 1)$
. ,
$\deg(G_{0}, S, 0)=\deg(G_{1}, S, 0)$ . (11)
, $M$
$M=2 \max\{h_{1}(\mu_{1}),\tilde{\gamma}\}$
. , $h_{1}(\mu)$ 9 , $\tilde{\gamma}=\tilde{\gamma}(\lambda, p, q, \Omega, N)$ 6
. , 6 (10) $s=0$ .
, [8, Theorem 2.8.1]
$\deg(G_{0},$ $S,$ $0)=$ Index $(G_{0},$ $w_{1})+$ Index $(G_{1},$ $w_{2})=0$ (12)
. , $i=1,2$ , $w_{i}:=(u_{i}, v_{i})$ (8)
. , (10) $s=1$ . ,
$\deg(G_{1}, S, 0)=$ Index $(G_{1}, w_{1})+$ Index $(G_{1}, w_{2})$
$=(-1)^{n_{1}(\gamma)+1}+(-1)^{n_{2}(\gamma)}$
$=\pm 2$
, (11) (12) . $\square$
3
, $\lambda$ , $p$ $q$ (SP)
. , $\gamma$ , $p\leq q$
$\gamma$ , $p>q$ $\gamma$
. , 4 ,
Gray-Scott $(p=2, q=1)$ .
, 11 , ,
. , [3] [14]
. , $\lambda$ $\gamma$ ,
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